
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MARYLAND

(Northern Division)

)
EDWARD JOHN DAYHOFF, JR. )
and MONICA H. DAYHOFF, et ux. )
10138 Dallas Avenue )
Silver Spring, MD 20901 )

)
Individually and on behalf of a class )
of consumers similarly situated, )

)
Plaintiffs, ) Civil Action No.

)
vs. )

)
THE LITVIN LAW FIRM, PC )
1716 Coney Island Ave., Suite 5 )
Brooklyn, NY 11230 )

)
SERVE ON: )
Gennady Litvin )
1716 Coney Island Ave., Suite 5 )
Brooklyn, NY 11230 )

)
and )

)
GENNADY LITVIN )
1716 Coney Island Ave., Suite 5 )
Brooklyn, NY 11230 )

)
Defendants )

)

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs, EDWARD JOHN DAYHOFF, JR. and MONICA H. DAYHOFF, et ux.

(hereinafter “the Plaintiffs”), on their own behalf and on behalf of the Class defined herein, by

their undersigned counsel, sue Defendants, THE LITVIN LAW FIRM, PC (hereinafter “Litvin”)

and GENNADY LITVIN (hereinafter “the Owner”), and state as follows:
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INTRODUCTION

1. This is a class action by consumers seeking relief from the practices of a New York

Law Firm, the Litvin Law Firm, PC, and its owner, Gennady Litvin, Esquire, for receiving

substantial sums of money from Maryland consumers ostensibly for mortgage modification

services, through misrepresentations and other unlawful conduct.

PARTIES

The Named Plaintiffs

2. The named Plaintiffs in this matter are EDWARD JOHN DAYHOFF, JR. and

MONICA H. DAYHOFF (collectively “the Dayhoffs”).

The Defendants

3. The Defendants are the LITVIN LAW FIRM, PC (“Litvin”), a law firm organized

and existing under the laws of the State of New York, and GENNADY LITVIN, Esquire

(“Owner”), Litvin’s managing partner.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

4. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §

1332 (Diversity Jurisdiction), and 28 U.S.C. § 1367 (Supplemental Jurisdiction).

5. Venue is proper in this District because, under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b), a substantial

part of the events giving rise to claims herein occurred within this District and the Defendants

all systematically and continually transact business in this District.

FACTS APPLICABLE TO ALL COUNTS

6. Each of the Plaintiffs and the members of the Class in this case received a

phone call at their home from someone representing themselves as a “non-profit”

organization of Marylanders who have been through the foreclosure process with a success

story of a firm that helped them save their home.
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7. The individuals from the “non-profit” organization would state that they had

been through the same hardship of being behind in their mortgage payments and facing

foreclosure and “knew” what each of the Plaintiffs and the members of the Class

(“prospective client” or “client”) was going through.

8. The individuals from the “non-profit” would state that they had done some

“screening” or research into organizations that deal directly with lenders and that the

organizations they have selected have exceptional success rates and the work is done quickly.

9. The caller would then ask the prospective client if they could have someone

from the “pre-screened” organization call the prospective client to discuss his or her situation.

10. If the prospective client said “yes” and asked for the organization to call him or

her, the prospective client would receive a phone call within a day or two from an entity

called American Legal Plans (there were a variety of these “Legal Plans” entities to include,

but not limited to, Prime Legal Plans and Frontier Legal Plans) to explain the services the

firm offers and how much it costs.

11. When American Legal Plans’ representatives made a call to the prospective

client, they would explain that they worked in conjunction with a law firm in New York to do

help them with the work on the case.

12 American Legal Plans’ representatives portrayed the law firm in New York as

one that has a great success rate in obtaining mortgage modifications for their clients and that

they have a staff of attorneys and paralegals who knew the banking/lending/mortgage

business thoroughly.

13. In reality, American Legal Plans recruited clients for the Litvin Law Firm

using public records lists for their leads.  Once the prospective client said “yes” to having

someone call him or her, the prospective client would be aggressively recruited by American
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Legal Plans to become a Litvin client.

14. After the initial phone call from American Legal Plans, the prospective client

would be sent paperwork and a retainer to fill out, sign and return.  This initial paperwork

included a form for automatic debits from the client’s checking account. It was explained to

the client that American Legal Plans, in conjunction with the Litvin Law Firm, would bill a

monthly fee for the mortgage modification services to be provided.

15. For the monthly fee, Litvin offered “mortgage modification” services. Litvin’s

representatives claimed that they were staffed with experts in the field of banking, mortgage

modifications and foreclosure defense. They claimed that they had a near 100% success rate

in obtaining mortgage modifications. They claimed that they produced forensic reports to

uncover any predatory lending practices in conjunction with reports to uncover robo-signing,

separation of the Deed and the Note, etc. and told their clients that those reports were used as

leverage in negotiations with the clients’ lenders in order to gain favorable results for their

clients.

16. All Plaintiffs and members of the Class were told that the time it would take to

complete the process was between three or four months.

17. All Plaintiffs and members of the Class paid a monthly fee to the Litvin Law

Firm for a period of twelve (12) months or more without obtaining any modifications.

18. All Plaintiffs and members of the Class were told that if their lender was

engaged in any misconduct, the Litvin Law Firm would file a lawsuit with the stated goal of

getting the home for nothing.

FACTS APPLICABLE TO NAMED PLAINTIFFS

19. Mr. and Ms. Dayhoff are the named plaintiffs in this case.

20. On or about October 10, 2011, the Dayhoffs received a phone call from an
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individual who stated that he was working for an organization that assisted distressed

homeowners in Maryland.

21. This individual explained that he had screened a number of groups providing

mortgage modification services in Maryland and asked the Dayhoffs if the “pre-screened” law

firm could contact them.  The “pre-screened” entity that was being referred to was American

Legal Plans (ALP).  This individual assured the Dayhoffs that this group was very successful in

dealing with homeowners in distress by obtaining mortgage modifications.

22. The individual claimed that the American Legal Plans had a 100% success rate

with securing modifications for their clients.

23. The individual also claimed that the time frame for securing a modification was

three to four months.

24. The individual also stated that the persons working on the negotiations with the

lenders were attorneys that were all highly skilled in this area of the law.

25. The Dayhoffs also remember this individual telling them that they needed to be

more than two months behind in their payments before they would be eligible for the program he

was suggesting.

26. Ultimately, the Dayhoffs were contacted by American Legal Plans and spoke with

an individual who took all of their intake information.

27. Within a few days, the Dayhoffs received a package of documents welcoming

them to the American Legal Plans’ group.

28. The Dayhoffs signed up with the American Legal Plans Group on October 25,

2011 at a monthly fee of $595.00 monthly.

29. After making payments to the American Legal Plans Group for a few months, the

Dayhoffs received a notice from the Litvin Law Firm PC stating that they were now the firm
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representing the Dayhoffs in their attempt to secure a modification through their lender.

30. Per the instructions from a Litvin representative on the phone, all of the

documents that were submitted to American Legal Plans now needed to be resubmitted to the

Litvin Law Firm PC.

31. This was the beginning of the Dayhoffs being asked to provide documents over

and over again.

32. The requests from Litvin for additional or new documents to be submitted went

on for months.

33. After months of submitting documents and no input whatsoever from Litvin,

the Dayhoffs began to call Litvin seeking an update on their case.

34. Their calls went unanswered.

35. In the Spring of 2012 when the Dayhoffs did get in touch with someone at

Litvin, they were told that “their package had been submitted and they are waiting for a

response from the lender.”

36. During this time, the Dayhoffs called Litvin at least twice a month, seeking

information on the status of their case.

37. For the first nine months that the Dayhoffs were paying the Litvin Law Firm,

the Dayhoffs did not know the status of their case and could not get an answer from anyone at

Litvin as to where they were in the process of obtaining a mortgage modification.

38. In early October 2012 Litvin announced to the Dayhoffs that they were

terminating their relationship with the American Legal Plans Group.

39. As a result of this change the Dayhoffs were told that their monthly payment

would be reduced from $595.00 to $500.00 and they were required to sign a new retainer

with the Litvin Law Firm PC.
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40. During this transition period, the Dayhoffs received correspondence from

Litvin that promised better client communications, returning phone calls would not be a

problem and productivity would increase.

41. On October 29, 2012 the Dayhoffs lender sent a letter to the Litvin Law Firm

memorializing that the Dayhoffs were denied for a modification for two reasons, 1) lack of

communication and, 2) failure to return phone messages left for Litvin to return.

42. At no time did Litvin inform the Dayhoffs that they were denied a modification

and at no time after receipt of the denial letter of October 29, 2012 did Litvin stop deducting

moneys from the Dayhoffs' bank account.

43. Further, Litvin received notice from the Dayhoffs’ lender that a lawsuit to

foreclose on the property had been filed, yet Litvin failed to provide this information to local

counsel for Litvin so that mediation and a foreclosure defense could be initiated.

44. Instead, their home was sold at auction.

45. The Dayhoffs were deliberately misled by Litvin as to the status of their case

and the specific efforts expended by Litvin on their behalf.

46. In fact, after Litvin had received the denial letter from the lender, dated

October 29, 2012, Litvin’s representative was still telling the Dayhoffs that the lender was

reviewing a modification package that was recently submitted by Litvin.

47. Further, on the day the home was scheduled for sale, November 6, 2012, Litvin

was on the phone with Mrs. Dayhoff and told her “not to worry” and that “they were on the

phone with the lender discussing the details of the pending modification at this very

moment.”

48. As confirmed through their lender, these statements are not true.

49. Between the months of June 2012 and October 2012, the Dayhoffs left
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numerous messages with Litvin seeking a status report on their case.

50. None of these calls or messages was returned.

51. On the day that the Dayhoff home was sold, a Litvin employee was on the

phone with Mrs. Dayhoff telling her that the “lender was on the phone discussing the recent

modification submitted to them by Litvin.”

52. Unfortunately, after speaking with the lender, it was discovered that these

statements were completely false.  No such modification package had been submitted and

there were no discussions taking place on the date that the home was sold. In fact, the

Dayhoffs were denied a modification of their mortgage simply because the Litvin Law Firm

could not or did not return phone call1s from the Dayhoff’s lender.  Litvin collected money

for more than a year from the Dayhoffs and did absolutely nothing for them.  Now, the

Dayhoffs, a family of seven (7) has been evicted from their home and are living separately in

three different locations.

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

53. This action is properly maintainable as a class action pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23.

The class of victims consists of: All consumers in the State of Maryland who, from May 2011

through to the present, paid for loan modification services from the Litvin Law Firm. Excluded

from the class are those individuals who now or have ever been employees of Defendants.

54. The class, as defined above, is identifiable. The named Plaintiffs are a member of

the Plaintiff Class.

55. The Class consists, on Plaintiffs’ information and belief, of over 700 individuals, and is

thus so numerous that joinder of all members is clearly impracticable.

56. The questions of law and fact in this case are uniquely common to all members of

the Plaintiff Class. There are questions of law and fact which are not only common to the Class, but
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which predominate over any questions affecting only individual Class members. The

predominating questions include, but are not limited to whether the Litvin law Firm violated

Maryland’s Protection of Homeowners in Foreclosure Act and Maryland’s Consumer Protection

Act, and engaged in Negligence, Negligent Misrepresentation, and/or Fraud, and/or whether

Litvin was unjustly enriched by charging fees monthly for services that it was not performing.

57. The claims and defenses of the representative parties are typical of the claims or

defenses of the respective Class members.

58. The representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class.

The interests of the named Plaintiffs and of all other members of the Plaintiff Class are identical and

the named Plaintiffs are cognizant of their duties and responsibilities to the entire Class.

59. This action should proceed as a Plaintiff Class action under Fed. R. Civ. P.

23(b)(1). That is, the prosecution of separate actions by the individual members of the Plaintiff

Class would create a risk of (a) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual

members of the Plaintiff Class which would establish incompatible standards of conduct for

them; or (b) adjudications with respect to individual members of the Plaintiff Class which would

as a practical matter be dispositive of the interests of the other members not parties to the

adjudications or substantially impair or impede their ability to protect their interests.

60. This action should also proceed as a Plaintiff Class action under Fed. R. Civ. P.

23(b)(2) because each of the Defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds generally

applicable to the class, thereby making appropriate final relief with respect to the class as a whole.

61. This action should also proceed as a Plaintiff Class action under Fed. R. Civ. P.

23(b)(3). As to that Rule, it is submitted that the questions of law or fact common to the

members of the class predominate over any questions affecting only individual members, and

that a class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of
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the controversy.

62. No member of the Class has a substantial interest in individually controlling the

prosecution of a separate action, but, if he does, he may exclude himself from this Class upon the

receipt of notice under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c).

63. The difficulties likely to be encountered in the management of a class action in

this litigation are relatively insignificant, especially when weighed against the virtual

impossibility of affording adequate relief to the members of the Class through numerous separate

actions.

CAUSES OF ACTION

COUNT I – VIOLATION OF THE PROTECTION OF HOMEOWNERS IN
FORECLOSURE ACT, MD. REAL PROP. CODE ANN. §§ 7-301, ET SEQ.

64. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference the allegations set out in Paragraphs 1

through 63 and further allege:

65. Throughout the Class period, each named Plaintiff and each Class member was a

“Homeowner” as defined in Maryland’s Protection of Homeowners in Foreclosure Act (“the Act”),

MD. REAL PROP. CODE ANN. § 7-301(i).

66. Throughout the Class period, Defendants were “Foreclosure Consultants,” as defined

in § 7-301(c) of the Act.

67. At all times during the Class period, Defendants entered onto “Foreclosure

Consulting Contracts” (as defined in § 7-301(d) of the Act) with the named Plaintiffs and the

Class members, and as such provided to the Plaintiffs and the Class members “Foreclosure

Consulting Services” as defined in § 7-301(e) of the Act.

68. Based upon the foregoing facts, the Defendants each violated the Act with respect to

Plaintiffs and the Class members by charging, collecting, and receiving compensation prior to

Defendants’ performing services the Defendants contracted to perform or represented that they
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would perform.

69. Said payments to Defendants constituted violations of § 7-307 (2) of the Act and

caused actual damages of the Plaintiffs and the Class members.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray that the Court:

A. Certify this case as a Plaintiffs’ Class Action pursuant to Rule 23(b)(1), (2) and/or

(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;

B. Pursuant to MD. REAL PROP. CODE ANN. § 7-320, award Plaintiffs and the Class

members an amount equal to three times the amount of any and all payments made by Plaintiffs

and the Class members to the Defendants in violation of the Act and all other damages suffered

by Plaintiffs and the Class members;

C. Award pre-judgment interest;

D. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members reasonable costs and attorney’s

fees pursuant to MD. REAL PROP. CODE ANN. § 7-406; and

E. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members such other and further relief as the Court

deems just and proper.

COUNT II – VIOLATIONS OF THE
MARYLAND CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT

70. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference the allegations set out in Paragraph

1 through 69 and further allege:

71. The contracts and purported services provided described herein are governed by the

Consumer Protection Act, Md. Com. Law Code Ann. §§ 13-101 et. seq.

72. Section 13-303 of the Commercial Law Article prohibits unfair or deceptive trade

practices in the provision of consumer services.

73. The Consumer Protection Act defines unfair or deceptive trade practices to include,

inter alia, the following:
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a. False or misleading oral or written statements that have the capacity, tendency,

or effect of deceiving or misleading consumers;

b. Failure to state a material fact if the failure deceives or tends to deceive; and

c. Deception, fraud, misrepresentation or knowing concealment, suppression or

omission of any material fact concerning the sale of consumer realty or the extension of

consumer credit, with the intent that the consumer rely on the deception, fraud,

misrepresentation or knowing concealment, suppression or omission of the material fact.

74. The Defendants violated the Act by making false or misleading oral and written

statements as detailed in the factual allegations set forth supra.

75. The failure to comply with the provisions of the various laws governing the

Plaintiffs, and the members of the Class they represent, were deceptive and unfair acts by

Defendants within the meaning of the Maryland Consumer Protection Act. Defendants engaged in

the suppression and omission of material facts, identified herein, that had the capacity,

tendency or effect of deceiving or misleading the Plaintiffs and the members of the Class and that

did in fact deceive or mislead the named Plaintiffs and members of the Class, causing Plaintiffs and

members of the Class injury and loss.

76. The Defendants’ acts and omissions constitute unfair and deceptive trade practices

and violate the Maryland Consumer Protection Act, causing Plaintiffs and the Class members to have

been damaged.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray that the Court:

A. Certify this case as a Plaintiffs’ Class Action pursuant to Rule 23(b)(1), (2)

and/or (3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;

B. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members damages in an amount equal to the fees

that were paid by or on their behalf to Defendants and all other damages suffered by Plaintiffs
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and the Class members as a consequence of the Defendants’ unfair and/or deceptive trade

practices;

C. Permanently enjoin and restrain the Defendants and their agents, employees,

representatives and all persons acting on their behalf from charging and/or collecting any fees

attributable to Plaintiffs and the Class members;

D. Award pre-judgment interest;

F. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members reasonable costs and attorney’s fees as

permitted by Section 13- 408 of the Commercial Law Article; and

G. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members such other and further relief as the

Court deems just and proper.

COUNT III – NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION

77. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporates by reference the allegations set out in

Paragraphs 1 through 76 and further allege:

78. Agents or employees of the Defendants negligently and recklessly made the false

and misleading representations and omissions alleged herein, including but not limited to those

set forth herein, intending that Plaintiffs and the Class members reasonably rely upon the false

and misleading representations and omissions to their detriment, which she did.

79. As a direct and proximate result of the fraudulent statements, representations and

omissions, Plaintiffs and the Class members were induced to pay monthly fees to Defendants.

80. Defendants, their agents or employees, owed a duty of care to Plaintiffs and

the Class members.

81. Defendants recklessly and negligently breached the duty of care they owed to

Plaintiffs and the Class members by making false representations to Plaintiffs and the Class

members and concealing material facts from them as set forth herein.
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82. Defendants knew, or had reason to know, that Plaintiffs and the Class members

would reasonably rely on the representations and concealments which, as erroneous, would cause

loss, injury or damage.

83. Plaintiffs and the Class members justifiably and reasonably took actions to their

detriment as alleged herein, in reliance on the false representations and concealments.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray that the Court:

A. Certify this case as a Plaintiffs’ Class Action pursuant to Rule 23(b)(1), (2) and/or

(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;

B. Permanently enjoin and restrain the Defendants their agents, employees,

representatives and all persons acting on their behalf from charging and/or collecting any fees from

Plaintiffs and the Class;

C. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members compensatory damages in an amount to be

determined by the jury;

D. Award punitive damages to be determined by the jury;

E. Award pre-judgment interest;

F. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members reasonable costs and attorney’s

fees; and,

G. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members such other and further relief as the Court

may deem just and proper.

COUNT IV – FRAUD

84.      Plaintiffs reallege and incorporates by reference the allegations set out in Paragraphs

1 through 83 and further alleges:

85. Agents or employees of the Defendants intentionally and knowingly made the

false and misleading representations and omissions alleged herein, including but not limited to
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those set forth herein, intending that Plaintiffs and the Class members reasonably rely upon the

false and misleading representations and omissions to their detriment, which she did.

86. As a direct and proximate result of the fraudulent statements, representations and

omissions, Plaintiffs and the Class members were induced, inter alia, to pay monthly fees to

Defendants.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray that the Court:

A. Certify this case as a Plaintiffs’ Class Action pursuant to Rule 23(b)(1), (2) and/or

(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;

B. Permanently enjoin and restrain the Defendants their agents, employees,

representatives and all persons acting on their behalf from charging and/or collecting any fees from

Plaintiffs and the Class;

C. Award Plaintiffs and the Class  members compensatory damages in an amount to be

determined by the jury;

D. Award punitive damages to be determined by the jury;

E. Award pre-judgment interest;

F. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members reasonable costs and attorney’s

fees; and,

G. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members such other and further relief as the Court may

deem just and proper.

COUNT V – RESTITUTION/UNJUST ENRICHMENT

87. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference the allegations set out in

Paragraphs 1 through 86 and allege further:

88. By paying the Defendants the illegal fees described herein, Plaintiffs and the Class

members have conferred a benefit upon the Defendants.
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89. Defendants were each aware that they received this benefit in the form of illegal fees.

90. Under the circumstances, each of the Defendants’ acceptance of these benefits

and overcharges is and was unjust and inequitable and the Defendants should not be permitted to

retain these benefits and overcharges.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray that the Court:

A. Certify this case as a Plaintiffs’ Class action pursuant to Rule 23(b)(1), (2) and/or (3)

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;

B. Permanently enjoin and restrain the Defendants their agents, employees,

representatives and all persons acting on their behalf from charging and/or collecting any fees from

Plaintiffs and the Class;

C. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members compensatory damages in an amount to be

determined by the jury;

D. Award pre-judgment interest;

E. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members reasonable costs and attorney’s

fees; and,

F. Award Plaintiffs and the Class members such other and further relief as the Court may

deem just and proper.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Brian S. Jablon
Brian S. Jablon, Bar #11174
Wellens & Jablon, LLC
540 B&A Blvd., Suite No. 2
Severna Park, Maryland 21146
(410) 647-1493
BJablon@wellenslaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury on all causes of action set forth herein.

/s/ Brian S. Jablon
Brian S. Jablon, Bar #11174
Wellens & Jablon, LLC
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